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“Eye on ZBC” is a monthly summary of how the public broadcaster 
presented pertinent political and socio-economic issues, especially those 
relating to the activities of the coalition government, ahead of the 
constitutional referendum and elections. It will also assess how the 
broadcaster is monitoring adherence to the Global Political Agreement signed 
by the country’s three main political parties in September 2008. It is a product 
of the Media Monitoring Project, Zimbabwe. 

 

 

SUMMARY 
THE national broadcaster, ZBC, carried 380 news reports on various national 
issues in the period under review.  
The most popular issue was Zimbabwe’s constitution-making process and 
preparations for general elections, expected later this year.  
These issues were covered in 126 stories.  
Reports on party political activities came second with 83 reports, followed by 
business news with 75 stories.  
Other issues that also competed for ZBC’s attention included the death of 
Vice President John Nkomo (17) and deaths of other people related to senior 
ZANU PF officials (eight); local government issues (15); health (12); land and 
agriculture (11) and media issues (eight).  
The remaining 25 were on general issues, including other activities of the 
inclusive government.  This is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fig. 1: Media coverage of activities of inclusive government  

 
 

PARTY ACTIVITIES 
ZBC’s gave massive coverage to the activities of President Mugabe’s ZANU 
PF party in contravention of its public service mandate, which compels it to 
reflect all shades of opinion in Zimbabwe in its coverage of important national 
issues.  
This also violated Article 19 (d) of the GPA that requires the public media to 
provide “balanced and fair coverage to all political parties for their 
legitimate political activities” and appeared to give ZANU PF an unfair 
advantage over other political parties ahead of general elections, expected in 
July this year.      
The station broadcast 83 stories, 75 (90%) of which were on ZANU PF’s 
activities. Three were on Prime Minister Tsvangirai’s MDC.  The remaining 
three were on the other MDC formation, led by Industry Minister Welshman 
Ncube. The activities of other smaller parties such Mavambo/Kusile and 
ZAPU were ignored.    
Further, the station passively reported senior ZANU PF officials such as 
President Mugabe and Defence Minister Emmerson Mnangagwa expressing 
partisan political comments during official events.  
For instance, Mnangagwa was reported ruling out the need to reform 
Zimbabwe’s national security services sector, despite the fact that it is 
provided for under the Global Political Agreement (GPA), and justifying 
military involvement in national politics. 
Addressing officers attending the Joint Command and Staff Course Number 
26 in Harare, Mnangagwa said: “Security sector reforms, what does that 
mean? To have NGOs operating defence forces? Trade unions operating 
defence forces? No!” (ZTV, 4/2, 8pm).   

He added: “You cannot divorce the role of the ZDF from indigenization. 



The law intends to develop people economically and ZDF is there to 
defend the country’s sovereignty and natural resources. We are a 
product of the revolution and before we go we should make sure that we 
empower our people economically” (ZTV, 4/2, 8pm).   

As if that was not enough, ZBC also gave too much prominence (eight stories 
and repeats) to the deaths of Information Minister Webster Shamu’s mother, 
Mbuya Shamu, and Abigail Mutevera, the wife to late CIO director-general 
Elias Mutevera. These deaths were presented as of national significance, with 
ZBC (ZTV, 11/2, 8pm) repeating that one of the deceased, Abigail, was 
“cousins with Retired Colonel Tshinga Dube”. Apart from this, ZBC 
passively reported speakers at these people’s funerals propagating ZANU 
PF’s partisan political ideologies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CONSTITIONAL REFORMS 
NEWS of Zimbabwe’s coalition principals resolving all outstanding issues that 
had stalled the controversial constitution-making process also made headlines 
on ZBC. 
The principals reportedly reached an agreement on January 17th after 
receiving a report from the Cabinet committee tasked with resolving the 
contentious issues, paving the way for the completion of the new constitution.  
ZBC however, continued to report this important national process from ZANU 
PF’s perspective. 
This was reflected in 95 (73%) of the 126 reports that station carried on 
constitutional reforms and forthcoming national elections.   
Thirty-one (25%) were based on the Constitutional Parliamentary Select 
Committee (Copac)’s activities, including the launch of its awareness exercise 
about the draft and the signing of a memorandum of agreement with over 60 
civic organizations, which is expected to guide the organizations’ conduct 
during the referendum campaign.    
The remaining three were on the MDC-T’s campaign for Zimbabweans to 
support the draft constitution.  
But it were senior ZANU PF officials such as President Mugabe; Rugare 
Gumbo; Emmerson Mnangangwa; Mashonaland Central Governor Martin 
Dinha who were widely reported at government and party events urging 
Zimbabweans to “go and Vote Yes” for the referendum (ZBC, 13 – 19/2, 
8pm).  
The MDC-T was only towards the end of February as having finally “joined 
ZANU PF in mobilizing people to endorse the draft constitution during 
the referendum to be held next month” (ZTV, 25/2, 8pm). This was mostly 
based on a rally, organized by the MDC-T in Chitungwiza, where senior party 
officials such as Nelson Chamisa were reported urging Zimbabweans to 
support the draft.      
Still, ZBC made no attempt to explain how contentious issues in the draft were 
resolved and the implications of the principals’ agreement. 
These included the decision to postpone the introduction of presidential 
running-mates by 10 years and the staffing of the proposed Constitutional 
Court by seven years; that the Peace and Reconciliation Commission would 
be operational for only 10 years; that the President would retain executive 
powers; and that reform of the Attorney-General’s Office, among other issues, 
would be handled by the winner of the presidential election race.  
Neither did the station assess government’s chances of accessing the 
US$100 million needed for the referendum on time, amid reports that funding 
for the poll might take longer to mobilize from both local and international 
donors (ZTV, 18/2, 8pm and the Financial Gazette, 21/2).  
Even though ZANU PF’s coalition partners have been reported in other media 
as in support of the draft, ZBC still had an obligation to report their position 
and that of other civic organizations such as the National Constitutional 
Assembly (NCA), which is opposed to the draft. 



This was particularly important in light of reports that the MDC-N was “not 
been consulted with regards to the March 16 referendum date”, a 
development the Financial Gazette (21/2) regarded as an indication that all 
was not well in the coalition. 
ZBC should have assessed the merits of NCA’s concerns, including 
complaints that the constitution-making process had been hijacked by 
politicians and its High Court application to extend the ongoing voter 
awareness campaign by another month. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RIGHTS ABUSES 
WHILE the private media and domestic civic organizations were reporting 
violence as escalating around the country, ZBC turned a blind eye to the 
reports, which have the potential to undermine the credibility of the next 
elections. 

 ZBC carried seven reports on the issue. 

One was on ZANU PF’s response to reports that its supporters had burnt a 
home belonging to an alleged MDC-T official, Shepherd Maisiri, in Headlands, 
resulting in the death of his 12-year old son, Christpower.   

ZBC reported ZANU PF dismissing the claims as “baseless, offensive and 
malicious”, in a statement issued by party spokesman Rugare Gumbo (ZTV, 
26/2, 8pm). Gumbo said supporters of the “revolutionary party” in Headlands 
had “all confirmed (that) they have nothing to do with the incident” and 
that ZANU PF had a “cordial relationship” with the Maisiri family.  

Three were on warnings by the police for civic groups against interfering with 
the country political processes, by among others, “distributing illegal 
communication gadgets to rural areas” (ZTV, 20 & 21/2, 8pm).  

The remaining three were on promises by the police that they would deal with 
perpetrators of political violence. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VOICE DISTRIBUTION 
ZBC’s sourcing patterns also exposed the station’s bias in favour of ZANU PF 
in its coverage of national issues. 
Of the 198 voices that appeared on ZBC, 108 were from Zimbabwe’s main 
political parties.  One hundred (93%) of the 108 were ZANU PF, while five 
(5%) were from Prime Minister Tsvangirai’s MDC. The remaining three were 
from the other MDC formation, led by Industry Minister Welshman Ncube.  
Voices from the ZANU PF arm of government also dominated ZBC’s 
coverage of government’s activities. They constituted 42 (79%) of the 53 
voices the station quoted. Officials from the two MDC formations were 
accessed for comment 11 times: [MDC-T (eight) and MDC-M (three)].  
 
Fig. 2: Voice distribution on ZBC 
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